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Answering three key questions correct-
ly can help firms ensure that transfor-
mative pricing initiatives are imple-
mented effectively. According to the 
author, Thomas McTaggart, execu-
tives must decide what data to draw 
upon and how users will analyze it, 
while identifying effective ways to 
share new pricing analytics’ capabili-
ties throughout their organizations. 
The writer is a management consul-
tant who is currently assisting a For-
tune 500 specialty materials company 
with its pricing improvement initia-
tives. He can be reached at  
tmctaggart@comcast.net.

Numerous studies have dem-
onstrated that pricing initia-
tives potentially represent 
the most profitable endeavors 

an organization can embark on from an 
ROI perspective. Given this potential, 
and the pressure on leaders to deliver 
every bit of profit they can this year, it’s 
no surprise more and more companies 
are investing in initiatives either to en-
hance current pricing capabilities fur-
ther or to create new, dedicated pricing 
teams within their firms even as they 
halt spending. 

Pricing transformations have the abil-
ity (and perhaps the responsibility) to 

touch almost every aspect of a busi-
ness—from transactional record cap-
ture in the back office to account repre-
sentative training and compensation in 
the field. This type of broad approach 
can deliver tremendous value to an or-
ganization, though it also creates the 
potential for escalating project budgets 
as well. 

Virtually every decision an executive 
makes when leading a pricing trans-
formation will have some effect on the 
project’s timing and budget. Making 
smart decisions in addressing three criti-
cal questions can be the difference be-
tween delivering value almost imme-

How to Define a Pricing 
Analytics Implementation

t 20th Annual PPS Spring Conference: Disneyland Hotel – Anaheim,  
 California; April 1-3, 2009. Workshops offered on April 1 include:

 1. Avoid the Commodity Trap: Pricing Services in a Recession –  
Reed Holden

 2. The Pricing Organization Transformation Workshop – Jia Li Moore  
and Parvathy Hariharan

 3. The Psychology of Buying at Higher Prices in a Down Market –  
Scott Sorrell

 4. Recession-Proof Price Negotiations – David Palmer

For the most up-to-date information about PPS events and programs, please 
visit our website at www.pricingsociety.com frequently.
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Pricing a La Carte
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diately and the corporate equivalent to 
getting stuck in the mud.

Question #1: What Data Is 
Required to Make the Best 
Possible Pricing Decision?
The primary aim of most pricing initia-
tives is to determine the true profitabil-
ity of each transaction after all costs-to-
serve are considered, and then to use this 
information to unlock value by identi-
fying situations for pricing and margin 
improvement. 

Most pricing transformations begin 
with a definition of an organization’s 
pricing waterfall. Waterfalls can include 
anywhere from four to 40 “buckets” 
(cost elements) and should be designed 
to balance the inclusion of meaningful 
data with increased complexity as the 
waterfall grows.

Before profitability data can be analyzed 
and put to use in the field, it first must 
be properly cleaned and then delivered to 
end users. The ETL (extract, transform, 
and load) design and construction phase 
is normally the most time- and resource-
exhaustive step in any price analytics 
implementation. 

While this work can be done relatively 
inexpensively on a one-off basis in an Ex-

cel environment by an experienced ana-
lyst, the process would require repeating 
on at least a monthly basis. Investing 
some extra resources in a sustainable so-
lution will provide almost real-time in-
formation (available any time) at a lower 
cost over the long term. 

The objective of the ETL phase is to 
produce an accurate, automatically-up-
dated pricing waterfall report which 
links transactional data with as many 
costs-to-serve as reasonably possible. For 
SAP-centric organizations, normally this 
means constructing a separate, enhanced 
pricing waterfall report in BW similar to 
margin or gross profit reports the organi-
zation likely already has in place today. 

To get to true customer profitability, one 
must start with the complete set of cus-
tomer transaction records. These records 
typically include invoices, invoice can-
cellations, returns, rebate payments, and 
other miscellaneous credits and debits 
for transactions such as price supports, 
quality claims, volume allowances, etc. 

Extracting this data from a system like 
SAP R/3 on a one-off basis generally 
takes just minutes; the difficult step is 
designing a new report that automati-
cally allocates adjustment transactions 
back to their original invoices. This 

might sound complex and expensive—
and it can be if you rely on the wrong 
outside vendors for support—but chanc-
es are a BW architect in your organiza-
tion has already done at least some of 
this work for you in a separate report or 
could create a new one that feeds from 
SAP R/3 automatically each day.

Once invoices are “cleaned” with the re-
spective adjustment transactions mapped 
back to invoice line items, costs-to-serve 
can be added to build out your water-
fall. Some major costs-to-serve are likely 
available in current reporting systems 
today; these should be relatively easy to 
map to any new pricing waterfall report 
you build. 

Monthly COGS are usually available at 
the plant/material level, and freight costs 
are generally available at the invoice level 
since each invoice typically corresponds 
to a shipment. Similarly, commissions 
are generally found in reporting systems 
at the invoice level as well, particularly 
in regions where commissions are a large 
expense. 

Other costs-to-serve are usually not 
captured in reporting systems and 
would need a different approach to in-
tegrate them into your waterfall report. 
Some, like inventory and accounts 

Figure 1: Sample Waterfall
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Before profitability data can be analyzed and put to use in the field, it first must be properly 
cleaned and then delivered to end users.  The ETL (extract, transform, and load) design and 
construction phase is normally the most time- and resource-exhaustive step in any price analytics 
implementation.  While this work can be done relatively inexpensively on a one-off basis in an 
Excel environment by an experienced analyst, the process would require repeating on at least a 
monthly basis.  Investing some extra resources in a sustainable solution will provide almost real-
time information (available any time) at a lower cost over the long term.  

The objective of the ETL phase is to produce an accurate, automatically-updated pricing 
waterfall report which links transactional data with as many costs-to-serve as reasonably 
possible.  For SAP-centric organizations, normally this means constructing a separate, enhanced 
pricing waterfall report in BW similar to margin or gross profit reports the organization likely 
already has in place today.  

To get to true customer profitability, one must start with the complete set of customer transaction 
records.  These records typically include invoices, invoice cancellations, returns, rebate 
payments, and other miscellaneous credits and debits for transactions such as price supports, 
quality claims, volume allowances, etc.  Extracting this data from a system like SAP R/3 on a 
one-off basis generally takes just minutes; the difficult step is designing a new report that 
automatically allocates adjustment transactions back to their original invoices.  This might sound 
complex and expensive—and it can be if you rely on the wrong outside vendors for support—but 
chances are a BW architect in your organization has already done at least some of this work for 
you in a separate report or could create a new one that feeds from SAP R/3 automatically each 
day.

Once invoices are “cleaned” with the respective adjustment transactions mapped back to invoice 
line items, costs-to-serve can be added to build out your waterfall.  Some major costs-to-serve 
are likely available in current reporting systems today; these should be relatively easy to map to 
any new pricing waterfall report you build.  Monthly COGS are usually available at the 
plant/material level, and freight costs are generally available at the invoice level since each 
invoice typically corresponds to a shipment.  Similarly, commissions are generally found in 
reporting systems at the invoice level as well, particularly in regions where commissions are a
large expense.  

Other costs-to-serve are usually not captured in reporting systems and would need a different 
approach to integrate them into your waterfall report.  Some, like inventory and accounts 
receivable carrying costs, can be calculated using formulas with pieces of data you already have.  
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Figure �: Typical Waterfall Data Required

receivable carrying costs, can be cal-
culated using formulas with pieces of 
data you already have. 

Others, particularly sales and technical 
support costs, are more difficult to al-
locate to customer invoices. For these 
cost elements, organizations will have to 
determine first if a solution to quantify 
and allocate these costs back to custom-
er invoices is even possible. Then they 
must weigh the benefit of having these 
elements in the waterfall versus the de-
sign and maintenance efforts required to 
populate them. 

Question #2: How Do We 
Want Users Analyzing  
This Data?
For pricing data to be most impactful, 
it not only has to be accurate and up-to-
date, but also it must be easy to interpret 
as well. The range of potential analyses 
one can run is nearly endless, as users 
can use it to dive deep into individual 
invoice, customer, product, or market 
segment information as well as compare 
these customers, products, and segments 
across the organization. 

For starters, price/volume curves can eas-
ily be used to identify customer pricing 
outliers for a given product. Likewise, 
margin outliers can be constructed to 
determine which customers are deliver-
ing below average margins for a given 
segment. 

Once outliers are identified, individual 
customer or product waterfalls can be 
analyzed to determine if a particular 

cost-to-serve is having a dramatic effect 
on profitability.

Customers can be compared across indi-
vidual costs-to-serve as well. Those with 
the highest per-unit freight costs can 
be analyzed to determine what might 
be causing such high rates and how the 
business can lower these costs. Customer 
rebate totals over time can be studied 
to determine if rebates have been effec-
tive in maintaining or growing volume. 
Purchasers who consistently pay late can 
be targeted for 
shortened payment 
terms.

At a time when 
many organiza-
tions are taking 
on volume at low 
or negative mar-
gins to eat fixed 
costs, any water-
fall that has fixed 
costs broken out 
in COGS can 
quickly determine 
if the added vol-
ume is truly help-
ing the bottom 
line. One need 
simply subtract the 
fixed COGS components from any nega-
tive margin business to see if the sales are 
negative beyond the absorption benefit 
they provide.

Even costs-to-serve that were unable to 
be added to the waterfall can be studied 
using the waterfall report as well. Or-

ganizations can qualitatively produce 
lists of the special services they perform 
(special packaging, testing, etc), then 
crosscheck the list of customers receiv-
ing the bulk of these services with their 
overall profitability. While high margin 
customers might warrant these services, 
an organization can either cut these off 
for low margin business or use the data 
as support for a price increase targeted at 
that customer.

Because the range of possibilities is near-
ly endless, pricing teams should identify 
particular user groups and recommend 
incorporating specific analyses into their 
day-to-day activities. For example, ac-
count managers can benefit tremendous-
ly from running an individual customer 
waterfall as well as price/volume curves 
for the products a buyer seeks before sit-
ting down to negotiate with that buyer. 

While the price/volume curves allow 
the account manager to see where a cus-
tomer is priced versus other, similar ones, 
the waterfall provides real, quantifiable 
data on the various costs an organization 

absorbs in serv-
ing that customer. 
Having these cost 
figures presented 
in real money 
terms is vital as 
they often become 
levers in the cus-
tomer negotia-
tions.  

In addition to ac-
count managers, 
various organiza-
tional stakehold-
ers should be able 
to find dozens 
of ways to incor-
porate the data 
into their every-

day activities. Sales managers, marketing 
teams, financial analysts, logistics man-
agers, credit analysts, and even manu-
facturing leads are potential user groups. 
If the report is accurate, up-to-date, and 
easy to interpret, users will more likely 
call to request access rather than needing 
it to be pushed upon them.

Others, particularly sales and technical support costs, are more difficult to allocate to customer 
invoices.  For these cost elements, organizations will have to determine first if a solution to 
quantify and allocate these costs back to customer invoices is even possible. Then they must 
weigh the benefit of having these elements in the waterfall versus the design and maintenance 
efforts required to populate them.  

Figure 1.2   Typical Waterfall Data Required
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Question #2: How Do We Want Users Analyzing This Data?
For pricing data to be most impactful, it not only has to be accurate and up-to-date, but also it 
must be easy to interpret as well.  The range of potential analyses one can run is nearly endless, 
as users can use it to dive deep into individual invoice, customer, product, or market segment 
information as well as compare these customers, products, and segments across the organization.  

For starters, price/volume curves can easily be used to identify customer pricing outliers for a 
given product.  Likewise, margin outliers can be constructed to determine which customers are 
delivering below average margins for a given segment. Once outliers are identified, individual 
customer or product waterfalls can be analyzed to determine if a particular cost-to-serve is 
having a dramatic effect on profitability.

Customers can be compared across individual costs-to-serve as well. Those with the highest per-
unit freight costs can be analyzed to determine what might be causing such high rates and how 
the business can lower these costs.  Customer rebate totals over time can be studied to determine 
if rebates have been effective in maintaining or growing volume. Purchasers who consistently 
pay late can be targeted for shortened payment terms.

At a time when many organizations are taking on volume at low or negative margins to eat fixed 
costs, any waterfall that has fixed costs broken out in COGS can quickly determine if the added 
volume is truly helping the bottom line. One need simply subtract the fixed COGS components 

While the price/volume 
curves allow the account 
manager to see where a 
customer is priced versus 
other, similar ones, the 
waterfall provides real, 
quantifiable data on 
the various costs an 
organization absorbs in 
serving that customer.
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Question #3: How Can 
We Deliver/Sustain These 
Analytical Capabilities 
within the Organization?
Companies have several options for de-
livering new pricing analytics capabilities 
to the organization, ranging from simple 
Excel spreadsheets to sophisticated pric-
ing software. As end users will vary in 
their comfort levels with data, it is im-
portant to design a solution that provides 
basic but powerful access to the masses, 
while allowing flexibility for super-users 
to stretch the limits of the information, 
continuously.

Assuming the final report can be ex-
ported to Excel, the most basic solution 
would rely on analysts packaging either 
PivotTables or Charts for users on an up-
dated basis. A somewhat more sustain-
able solution would use refreshable BW 
Notebooks instead (assuming that capa-
bility was available in your organization). 
Delivering a solution in Excel has several 
positives and negatives. Allowing users 
to take notes, delete rows of data that are 
meaningless to them, and work offline 
are just three of the main benefits. 

Potential end users are generally most 
comfortable in Excel, lowering training 
needs and increasing chances of adop-
tion. On the downside, an Excel-based 
delivery approach would require the e-
mailing or downloading of large, sensi-
tive files with little or no security con-
straints attached. 

A second option would be to deliver a 
set of pricing tools directly through a 
BW front-end. The main benefit of this 
approach is that it delivers ready-to-use 
tools with nearly real-time information. 
A downside would be increased design 
and training costs, along with less user 
flexibility.

A third potential delivery solution is 
the implementation of professional 
pricing software. Similar to BW in that 
they provide up-to-date information in 
ready-to-use tools, many pricing ana-
lytics software packages also have the 
additional potential to link to price 
execution and price optimization soft-
ware as well. 

The major downside to this approach 

would be its cost—pricing software 
companies typically have licensing fees 
in the high-six or seven-figure range 
even before substantial implementation 
costs are considered. Other potential 
downsides include lengthy implemen-
tation schedules, increased reliance on 
outside vendor support, and decreased 
flexibility as many packages do not al-
low for substantial customization.

The most appropriate delivery method 
for an organization would depend on 
how much leaders in that organization 
value cost, sustainability, and flexibility. 
If cost is most important, professional 
software might not be an option. Like-
wise if sustainability is a major goal, Ex-
cel’s cost and flexibility lose some luster. 

Given the high licensing fees, unless 
leaders are 100% sure they wish to 
move into price execution and/or price 
optimization in the future, starting off 
in Excel and then moving into more 
sophisticated, expensive solutions as 
needed might be the most practical ap-
proach.

In addition to being very important, all 
three questions discussed, here, are in-
terrelated; an organization’s solution to 
one can dramatically shape its options 
for the other two. When seeking solu-
tions, leaders should consult with sales, 
marketing, and information technology 
leaders within their organization to map 
the path from current capabilities to the 
desired future state. 

Having a clear plan in place to address 
these core questions is vital to any pric-
ing initiative. By finding the right an-
swers, a company can create a strong 
foundation to achieve a successful, on- or 
under-budget pricing transformation.

information.  A downside would be increased design and training costs, along with less user 
flexibility.

A third potential delivery solution is the implementation of professional pricing software.  
Similar to BW in that they provide up-to-date information in ready-to-use tools, many pricing 
analytics software packages also have the additional potential to link to price execution and price 
optimization software as well.  The major downside to this approach would be its cost—pricing 
software companies typically have licensing fees in the high-six or seven-figure range even 
before substantial implementation costs are considered.  Other potential downsides include 
lengthy implementation schedules, increased reliance on outside vendor support, and decreased 
flexibility as many packages do not allow for substantial customization.

The most appropriate delivery method for an organization would depend on how much leaders in 
that organization value cost, sustainability, and flexibility.  If cost is most important, professional 
software might not be an option.  Likewise if sustainability is a major goal, Excel’s cost and 
flexibility lose some luster.  Given the high licensing fees, unless leaders are 100% sure they 
wish to move into price execution and/or price optimization in the future, starting off in Excel 
and then moving into more sophisticated, expensive solutions as needed might be the most 
practical approach.

Figure 3.1  Pricing Analytics’ Delivery Solutions
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In addition to being very important, all three questions discussed, here, are interrelated; an 
organization’s solution to one can dramatically shape its options for the other two. When seeking 
solutions, leaders should consult with sales, marketing, and information technology leaders 
within their organization to map the path from current capabilities to the desired future state.  
Having a clear plan in place to address these core questions is vital to any pricing initiative. By 
finding the right answers, a company can create a strong foundation to achieve a successful, on-
or under-budget pricing transformation.

Figure 3: Pricing Analytics’ Delivery Solutions
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Imagine two kids splitting a piece 
of pie while both hold the knife. 
That’s a lot like two airlines split-
ting revenues in a code-sharing ar-

rangement; except, when the airlines are 
done, they may end up sharing a smaller 
pie. According to Tuck Professor Rob 
Shumsky, sharing agreements among al-
liance members may actually be limit-
ing revenue for the alliance as a whole. 
Research by Shumsky and his colleagues 
points toward new types of algorithms 
that may improve everyone’s take. Fol-
lowing deregulation in the 1970s, U.S. 
airlines forged code-sharing alliances 
to facilitate expansion. So, for example, 
American Airlines and Japan Airlines 
ally to sell each other’s seats and expand 
the number of destinations for each part-
ner. These alliances have become essen-
tial competitive tools for legacy airlines 
against the new, low-cost airlines that 
offer simpler fare structures and more 
direct routes.

Airlines typically maximize revenues 
by holding back seats to sell at a higher 
price closer to departure. This works 

well for a single airline selling its own 
inventory; but, in code-sharing allianc-
es, the interests of the airline that sells 
the ticket and flies one leg of the jour-
ney don’t always coincide with those of 
the airline that flies the other leg. For 
example, if an alliance partner receives 
a relatively small share of the ticket rev-
enue when flying code-share passengers, 
it may choose to focus on its own (non 
code-share) customers and not hold seats 
for last-minute passengers from its alli-
ance partner. 

While the airline maximizes its own 
revenues, the decision may shut lucrative 
code-share passengers out of the system 
and significantly hurt profits for the en-
tire alliance. The behavior of each airline 
is influenced by how revenue is split be-
tween the partners—the transfer price. 
“Finding transfer prices that coordinate 
the decisions of self-interested agents 
is a fundamental problem in econom-
ics and supply chain management,” says 
Shumsky. “Airline alliances are particu-
larly thorny because the decisions are so 
complex, involving split-second passen-
ger booking deci-
sions in networks 
with thousands 
of flights and 
millions of possi-
ble itineraries.”

Due in part to 
this complexity, 
partners typi-
cally negotiate a 
simple solution: revenue sharing based 
on a static factor such as mileage. While 
these straightforward deals are easy to 
manage, revenue-sharing proportions 
don’t change as seats are sold and do not 
reflect the real-time value of the seats 
on each airplane. Thus, revenue is not 
maximized for either partner or for the 
alliance as a whole. Professor Shumsky 
and his fellow researchers compared the 
relative merits of airlines’ static transfer 
price schemes and dynamic schemes that 
adjust transfer prices in real-time as seats 
are sold and more demand information 

becomes available. The researchers tested 
these schemes in different types of alli-
ances and found that each can perform 
well—or flop—depending on the par-
ticular characteristics of the alliance. A 
good static scheme for a particular net-
work can degrade as the network chang-
es.

Dynamic schemes often perform bet-
ter and are more robust, but implement-
ing them requires a greater information 
exchange between airlines and may be 
more susceptible to gaming—the trans-
fer of false information. Gaming, says 
Shumsky, “is motivated again by the 
self-interest of each airline. In theory, a 
dynamic scheme can deliver close-optimal 
results, but gaming hurts the entire alli-
ance and brings us back to square one.”

In their current research, Shumsky and 
his colleagues are working to develop 
schemes that can provide the robust per-
formance of the most complex dynamic 
schemes with the relative simplicity of 
the current system. “Current alliance 
negotiations center around which part-

ner should get 
a bigger piece 
of the revenue 
pie,” he says, 
“but with a 
well-designed 
coordination 
scheme, the pie 
grows larger, 
and all partners 
are better off.”

Additional Notes on the Project Researchers 
Christopher P. Wright is a PhD candi-
date in operations management and Harry 
Groenevelt is associate professor of operations 
management, both at the Simon Graduate 
School of Business, University of Rochester. 

C.P. Wright, H. Groenevelt, and R.A. 
Shumsky are the authors of Dynamic Rev-
enue Management in Airline Alliances (Feb-
ruary 11, 2008). Tuck School of Business 
Working Paper No. 2008-46. Available at 
SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1105135.

Professors at Dartmouth’s Tuck 
School of Business discuss how airlines 
are limiting their revenue by not ap-
plying the right pricing and revenue-
sharing schemes in relationships with 
their partners. Finding the correct 
“transfer price” depends on develop-
ing new algorithms capable of coping 
with the self-interested decision-mak-
ing of each partner and the complex-
ity posed by thousands of flights and 
millions of potential itineraries. This 
article originally appeared in Tuck 
Forum, Winter 2008, published by 
the Tuck School of Business at Dart-
mouth, http://www.tuck.dartmouth.
edu/faculty/publications/forum.html.

Airline Alliances: Better Ways to Share the Pie

Airlines typically maximize 
revenues by holding back 
seats to sell at a higher 
price closer to departure.
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“We have resisted an 
across-the-board 
price increase so far 
this year, largely 

because we know that the economy is 
already causing so many people to make 
difficult choices about how and where 
they spend their money,” said the voice 
over the conference call. It was Steve 
Ells, founder and CEO of Chipotle, dur-
ing the company’s third-quarter investor 
conference. “However, in light of food 
costs that have continued to rise farther 
and more rapidly than we expected, we 
will be raising menu prices,” Ells contin-
ued.

Increases on a $7 burrito paled in com-
parison to the $700-billion bailout pack-
age that passed recently, but the news 
was equally as bad for quick-serves. If 
Chipotle, as a standard bearer for the in-
dustry, can’t fend off menu price increas-
es then countless quick-serves will likely 
suffer the same fate this year.

As consumers trade down and food 

and energy prices inch up, menu price 
hikes may become unavoidable for many 
brands. Rafi Mohammed has worked on 
pricing issues for the last 20 years and is 
the founder of Culture of Profit LLC, a 
consultancy that works with companies 
on pricing strategies. The author of The 
Art of Pricing, and co-author of Internet 
Marketing: Building Advantage in a Net-
worked Economy, he offers QSR readers 
advice on how to make price increases 
work.

How Is the Economic Slowdown Af-
fecting Pricing? Restaurants are facing 
a one-two punch. In the good ole days 
. . . when wholesale costs increased, res-
taurants could easily pass along the price 
hike because the economy was doing re-
ally well. But now that consumers have 
the shaky economy and price increases, 
there are certain limits to their budgets.

Is There a Smart Way to Increase Pric-
es and Ensure Repeat Business? Let’s 
say I go to my favorite restaurant, and all 
of a sudden I see they did a six percent 
price increase. Sure, they might get me 
one time, but the next time I’m going to 
remember that the prices increased. It’s 
important to keep people in the family 
and to have a mix of 
products that are low-
er cost. For example, 
in the consumer pack-
aged-goods market, 
Procter & Gamble 
is doing an excellent 
job of having dif-
ferent versions of its 
products—for Bounty 
it has a good, bet-
ter, and best option. 
What they’re doing is keeping people in 
the family by offering less-costly options 
that people can trade down to without 
damaging the brand.

If I were a quick-serve restaurant faced 
with low demand and increased prices, I 
wouldn’t want to turn off those custom-
ers [so] this is their last straw. Offering 

discounted specials is an important fac-
tor for these restaurants.

You have increased opportunity to 
[raise] prices when people are trading 
down to your brand. You can’t just do 
it across the board. It’s important for 
restaurants to really stand up and show 
their value. Applebee’s is really touting 
their $5.99 special on television, saying, 
“For $5.99 you get a sit-down meal.” 
They’re doing a great job of articulating 
the value of their product. These days, 
consumers are really in tune to what 
value is.

Are Across-the-Board Increases Ever 
the Best Option for a Quick-Serve? 
No. Never. Customers value your prod-
ucts very differently. There could be 
pockets of your menu [where] you have 
more opportunity to increase prices. For 
example, it would be smart to increase 
prices on sides—something that’s op-
tional—rather than the main course. 
The entrée has the lowest markup rela-
tive to desserts, sides, and drinks, so get 
people in for the main entrée and give 
them the option of trading up to the 
higher-margin items. That way you can 
still keep them coming in the door. 

What Else Can Operators Do to 
Make Their Increases More Success-
ful? Think about offering increased pro-
motions or couponing. The people who 
come in with a 10-percent-off coupon 
are saying, “Price is really important 
to me, and I need a break.” If you do a 
big, across-the-board price increase, you 
might lose your sensitive customers. You 

In this interview with Rafi Moham-

med, founder of Culture of Profit 

LLC, a business consultancy, Rafi of-

fers advice to restaurateurs on how to 

increase menu prices without losing 

customers or overall revenue, apply-

ing strategies applicable to numerous 

other industries. The interview was 

conducted by Blair Chancey and is 

reprinted with permission from QSR 

Magazine, www.qsrmagazine.com. 

For more information Rafi Moham-

med can be reached at: rafi@culture-

ofprofit.com.

Applebee’s is really touting their 
$5.99 special on television, saying, 
“For $5.99 you get a sit-down 
meal.” They’re doing a great job of 
articulating the value of their product.
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can keep those people in the fold by us-
ing coupons or incentives like, “You have 
to be in here before 5 p.m.” 

The key to price increases is to give con-
sumers as many options as possible. If 
someone takes the time to clip the cou-
pon, bring it in, pull it out of their wal-
let, this is a person who is telling you 
that price is important to them. 

How Do Customers React to Price 
Hikes? People are often scared to in-
crease prices. But when consumers are 
buying from you, they’re telling you: 
“We looked around at all the other op-
tions, and we think you offer the best 
value.” Consumers are understanding of 
price increases. We also need to be un-
derstanding, though. There is only so 
much in the budget these days. It might 
not be a personal decision, so don’t take 
it personally if people stop coming. But 
again, all concepts should have good, 
better, and best options. I think there’s a 
lot of room to play around with price in 
this economy. 

Should Quick-Serves Tell Their Cus-
tomers That Prices Are Going Up? I 
wouldn’t make an across-the-board state-
ment, but crew members should be cog-
nizant of those changes, and maybe for 
those customers who really say, “This 
price is a problem,” give them a coupon 
for the next time they come back. 

All companies have three types of con-
sumers. There are those that say, “Gosh, 
this is a great value.” You need to find 
ways to charge them more. You also have 
the regular people who say, “I like com-
ing here, and this place is fun.” 

They’re fine where they are. But then you 
have early-bird customers who come in 
earlier and have a smaller budget. They’re 
not bad customers to have because 
they’re covering their food costs and con-
tributing to overhead. You really want all 
three kinds. 

If there’s a family that comes in and 
complains about the price, staff members 
should be able to explain why they’re go-
ing up. The additional step would be the 

coupon for next time. Judicially do that. 
What you want to do is charge every 
customer who walks in the door what 
they’re willing to pay. 

Is It Better to Raise Prices Incremen-
tally? I think people really get turned 
off if every time they come in the price 
goes up and up again. The one shot is 
often the best. Certainly, if you have 
to do a big price increase, the key is to 
have the options available to customers. 

If an Operator Insists on Incremental 
Increases, How Many Times Can He 
Raise Prices? The first time most cus-
tomers are understanding. The second 
time in six months, they really start to 
notice, especially in this economy. Most 
customers understand that all businesses 
are hurting right now, but they only have 
limited budgets. 

Should Operators Improve Their 
Menu Items to Make Consumers Feel 
Like the Increases Are Worth It? I re-
cently spoke to a high-end restaurateur, 
and he said, “Every time I do a price 
increase, I return it to my customers 

somehow—better linens, better china.” 
He was always trying to enhance the 
product. I’m not sure what you can do to 
truly enhance the product.

There is room for a chain to come out 
and say, “We know pricing is tough. 
We’re looking out for you and trying to 
do the best we can.” Chains should start 
having more of an open dialogue with 
their customers about that because the 
customers see the price increases, and 

they’re likely to say, “Oh, they’re just 
making up for fewer customers.”

I’ve seen this in some of the companies 
I’ve worked with who have done price 
increases. It’s very important to messen-
ger to the consumer why they’re doing it. 
Having that open dialogue with the con-
sumer was very successful for them, and 
they passed along some very large price 
increases. 

Should You Always Offer a Lower Op-
tion When Increasing Prices? Or, Can 
You Offer a Higher Option and Increase 
Prices on Your Existing Menu? This is 

“What you want to do is charge every customer who 
walks in the door what they’re willing to pay.” 
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a good time for operators to think out 
their pricing strategy. Most companies 
I work with don’t really think it out. 
The notion is: Customers with different 
budgets are walking through your doors 
every day. Your goal is to get them to 
spend as much as possible in your store. 

I really do think many restaurants 
should have a good, better, and best 
option for their customers. This isn’t 
necessarily about having a low-price 
option, but it’s about rethinking pric-
ing. There are customers today who are 
quite happy with your prices; get them 
to pay more. What would be a high-
er menu option that you could have? 
Come out with the Cheesecake Factory 
Sampler or a Chef Series and allow cus-
tomers to have the choice to pay you 
more. 

Should Operators Emphasize Their 
Good, Better, and Best Options 
Equally? Yes. I think it should be em-
phasized equally, so people don’t feel like 
there is constant upsell. Especially in this 
time period, it’s about offering people 
options. 

What I am seeing is a lot of restaurants, 
higher-end restaurants, coming out with 
specials and lower-priced menus. For 
instance, I just got this coupon in the 
mail from Morton’s. They’re offering a 
$99 dinner for two, and they’re giving 
you the option to buy a bottle of wine 
for $30. The interesting part [is] this: 
They’re very clear in the ad to the cus-
tomer. They say, “This is not available on 
the menu. You have to bring this little 
card in to get the deal.”

This is a classic example of price dis-
crimination. Only people who this real-
ly matters to are going to take the time 
to clip this coupon and go in. If there 
was a sign in the restaurant promoting 
the deal, most people would order it. 
But what Morton’s is saying is: “People 
are coming through the door and ex-

pecting to pay our regular prices, so 
we’re not going to offer them the deal. 
We’re only going to offer it to the peo-
ple who took the time to clip the cou-
pon and bring it in.”

That is a brilliant pricing strategy. You 
can have two tables next to each other, 
and one doesn’t know they’re paying 
double the price of the other table. 

How Did Morton’s Know Whom to 
Send the Coupons To? They’re send-
ing them out to their mailing list and 
letting them self-select. For me, I wasn’t 
happy with the entrées they were of-
fering, but I know a lot of other peo-
ple who were. It’s a very good pricing 

strategy. The key take-away is to offer 
the consumers these types of options 
and keep them in the fold. Be cogni-
zant that you have customers in your 
fold who would be willing to pay more. 
What can you do to get these guys to 
pay you more without doing an across-
the-board price increase?

Morton’s Is a Fine-Dining Concept, 
Though. Can You Still Use This Strat-
egy If You’re a Quick-Serve with 
a Much Lower Price Point? Yes, of 
course. Look at McDonald’s. It offers a 
$1 value meal. Its menu ranges from $1 
[for a] hamburger to $3 for a Big Mac. 
There might be room to come in with a 
fighter brand in the middle, also. 

“What I am seeing is a lot of restaurants, higher-end 
restaurants, coming out with specials and lower-priced 
menus. For instance, I just got this coupon in the mail 
from Morton’s. They’re offering a $99 dinner for two, 
and they’re giving you the option to buy a bottle of wine 
for $30.” 


